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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Social capital has been defined as the resources available to individuals and groups through membership in social networks. The definition is consistent with either an individualistic approach, i.e. resources (such as information or instrumental assistance) that are accessed by individuals through their network connections; or a collective approach, e.g. the benefits accruing to members of a group – such as the ability of a community to engage in collective action – as a consequence of the existence of cohesive relationships. While research often restricts itself to a single level of analysis, the benefits (and downsides) of social capital accrue to both the individual as well as to the network to which he belongs. In the Dictionary of Epidemiology both the individual and collective levels of analysis were recognized in the definition of social capital.
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\textbf{La medición del capital social}

\textbf{R E S U M E N}

El concepto de capital social se ha definido como los recursos a disposición de individuos y grupos que forman parte de un entramado/red social. Esta definición es válida tanto desde un punto de vista individual como colectivo. En el primer caso, se refiere a recursos como información o asistencia instrumental a los que los individuos acceden a través de su entramado/red social. En el segundo, se trataría de beneficios que obtiene un grupo de individuos (como la capacidad de una comunidad para organizarse en acciones colectivas) como consecuencia de la existencia de relaciones sociales cohesionadas. Aunque el estudio del concepto se ha restringido a veces a un único nivel de análisis, los beneficios (y los inconvenientes) del capital social corresponden tanto al individuo como a la red social de la que forma parte. En el Diccionario de Epidemiología se recogen ambos niveles de análisis en la definición de capital social.
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\textbf{The definition of social capital}

In a recent article in Gaceta Sanitaria, Stoyanova and Díaz Serrano analyzed the relation between social capital and health using data from the Catalan Health Survey.\textsuperscript{1} As the authors of the manuscript acknowledged, the definition of social capital has elicited much debate.\textsuperscript{1-5} Several definitions of social capital have been proposed and they strongly depend on the background disciplines of the authors.

For example, one approach in sociology is to treat social capital as an individual characteristic, i.e. the individual is considered to possess social capital according to the power of his social connections. Thus, Nan Lin’s Position Generator measures social capital as the ability of the individual to access powerful social connections. In Lin’s approach, the individual is asked to nominate members of his acquaintance network who hold valued social positions. According to this approach, an individual with high social capital is someone who is connected to friends who have high status or prestige occupations, or acquaintances who embody instrumental resources – for example, providing legal advice (a lawyer) or offering tips about how to get a child admitted to college (a college admissions official). Alternatively, in van der Gaag and Weber’s Resource Generator approach, the respondent is asked whether he is acquainted with people in the network who can provide valuable assistance in the form of information, influence, or instrumental assistance.

A separate sociological tradition has treated social capital as a property of the collective. James Coleman in his \textit{Foundations of Social Theory} (1992) was explicit about his level of conceptual analysis: “Unlike other forms of capital, social capital inheres in the structure of relations between persons and among persons. It is lodged neither in individuals nor in physical implements of production.”\textsuperscript{6} Viewed in this way, social capital consists of the resources embedded in the social structure (e.g. an organization, a residential community, or a workplace) which facilitate the actions of individuals in them. For example the level of trust between members of a network is a type of moral resource that facilitates certain actions of the group, e.g., the ability to undertake collective action for the benefit of the group. For example, in the aftermath of natural disasters, variations in the stock of social capital have been shown
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Cognitive social capital

Structural social capital

Operationalization

People's perceptions of the level of interpersonal trust, sharing and reciprocity

Density of social networks, or patterns of civic engagement

Horizontal social capital

Vertical (linking) social capital

Operationalization

Relations within homogenous groups i.e. strong ties that connect family members, neighbors, and close friends and colleagues

Weak ties that link different ethnic and occupational backgrounds, including formal or informal social participation

Hierarchical or unequal relations due to differences in power or resource bases and status

density of social networks, or patterns of civic engagement

Empirical research on social capital has stimulated a vigorous debate regarding its conceptualization and definition. Two points of contention are whether social capital ought to be considered as an individual or as a group attribute, and as social cohesion or as resources embedded in networks.

Social capital can be further broken down and operationalized along a number of sub-dimensions. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a first distinction can be drawn between cognitive social capital and structural social capital. Cognitive social capital refers to people’s perceptions of the level of interpersonal trust as well as norms of reciprocity within the group. By contrast, structural social capital refers to the externally observable behaviors and actions of actors within the network, e.g. patterns of civic engagement. Both cognitive and structural social capital can be conceptualized and analyzed at the individual or collective levels. For example, X is able to borrow money from Y because the latter trusts the former to pay him back later. Trust between X and Y therefore facilitates the ability of X to gain access to a resource (a cash loan). When the analysis is extended to the collective level, we may predict that a group whose members trust each other is better equipped to provide access to financial credit to its members, e.g. through the establishment of a rotating credit association. There is not a standard questionnaire to measure social capital. But at the minimum, we encourage the use of three simple questions in health surveys related to civic organization membership, inter-personal trust and perceived norms of reciprocity that pertain to the cognitive dimensions of social capital.

Another distinction made is between bonding social capital and bridging social capital. Bonding social capital refers to trusting and cooperative relations within homogeneous groups, while bridging social capital describes relations between individuals who are dissimilar with respect to social identity and power. The distinction is important because in many disadvantaged communities, there is often no lack of social capital of the bonding variety (i.e. members constantly helping each other), yet they can end up being trapped in poverty so long as they lack access to social capital of the bridging type. Despite this distinction being important and crucial in some societies, there are no standard questions to measure bridging and bonding social capital and more research is needed to develop such questionnaire.

Additional dimensions of social capital include formal vs. informal social capital (e.g. participation in neighborhood associations vs. visits with friends) and inward- vs outward-looking social capital (e.g. chambers of commerce vs. the Red Cross). The specification of the types of social capital that is going to be measured is an important point on research about social capital and it will depend on the aims of the study. And the questions in a survey regarding social capital will vary depending on this selection as well.

Stoyanova and Díaz-Serrano have initiated the important task of analyzing data to describe social capital in the Catalan context. Their initial findings established that social capital, operationalized as social support at the individual level and trust and participation
in elections at the population level, is associated with health outcomes in the population. An important next task is to establish whether social capital at the collective level (e.g., in a neighborhood) can be shown to be associated with individual health outcomes after conditioning on individual-level perceptions of social support and trust. However, the problem remains in the fact that neither the Catalan Health Survey, nor the Spanish Health Survey contain the minimal items (membership of civic organizations, trust, and reciprocity items) related to the basic constructs of social capital.

Conclusion

The term social capital covers a wide terrain. Investigators need to define which part of social capital they are talking about before embarking on their research; else, the likely result is confusion. We endorse the inclusion of a social capital questionnaire in the Catalan health survey, as well as the Spanish health survey and other regional surveys. But, first, a debate about which measures of social capital would be timely, since social capital can be measured in the family and neighborhood contexts, such as the workplace, schools, and other collective entities. Apart from including questions related to civic organizations membership, inter-personal trust and perceived norms of reciprocity, specifying the sub-dimensions of social capital would sharpen hypotheses.

Although this commentary is not intended to serve as a systematic review of different terminologies used in the analysis of social capital—other material already exists to do so— we emphasize a need for further studies with large samples that include appropriate data to provide consistent results about the relationship between social capital and health outcomes. A more comprehensive understanding of how social capital works in communities can potentially bring about solutions for many of the problems confronted by society today.
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